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Introduction

Indonesia is a country rich in natural resources. This natural wealth makes Indonesia one of the countries that has extensive mining land spread across various islands in Indonesia. In the constitution, mining land in Indonesia is managed by the state for the benefit of the wider community. However, in managing mining land, sometimes it is not in accordance with the constitutional mandate. The mining sector is still a mainstay for countries in the world in building economic and political bargaining positions. Mining exploration continues to be carried out massively. However, the paradigm is required to adapt to current world developments. Exploration of natural resources in the world currently has a sustainability paradigm, meaning that mining must have an environmentally friendly vision in exploring mines. Sustainable mining aims to build a long-term investment climate. The principle of sustainable mining is very important to maintain investor confidence in protecting the earth and the environment. Because the negative impact of mining exploration is that it damages nature and the environment. Apart from that, a sustainable mining investment climate is also in accordance with the demands of various international conventions on climate change. However, the reason for exploring mining is related to the welfare of citizens. Almost all countries that are rich in natural resources have the same reason for mining exploration, namely for the welfare of their citizens. In fact, quite a few countries have suddenly become rich countries after exploring natural resources in their country. Anggun P. Situmorang (2019) wrote that six countries are rich because of petroleum. The six countries are Qatar, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, Norway, United Arab Emirates and Kuwait. Based on the countries above, Qatar is an interesting country to review. Qatar in decades past, was nothing more than a fishing area, a former British colony. Qatar became independent in 1971 and then discovered one of the largest reserves of liquefied natural gas (LNG) in the world, number three after Russia and Iran. LNG reserves reach 900 trillion cubic feet, Qatar is the largest LNG exporter in the world. Revenues from oil and gas bring the country's average per capita income to more than US$100,000, far surpassing that of the United States or the United Kingdom.

The natural resources owned by a country do not guarantee the welfare of its citizens. According to Anggraeni, 2022, this is due to governance factors in state governance. This opinion is in line with the publication issued by the global economy and world population review which presents data on countries with rich human resources that are not in the top ten with the human development index (HDI) while countries that are not rich in natural resources actually have a development index. tall human. Completeness can be seen in the graph as follows:
Figure 1 Comparison Chart of Natural Resources Rankings and Human Development Index for 10 Countries in the World
Source: https://www.goodnewsfromindonesia, 2023

The graph above shows that countries with natural resource wealth are included in the ten countries rich in natural resources, practically only Australia and Canada whose human development index does not have a large gap in relation to their natural resources. The other eight countries have high levels of inequality while countries with high HDI on average do not have large natural resources. The details can be seen as follows:

Figure 2 Comparison Chart of HDI with Natural Resources
Source: https://www.goodnewsfromindonesia, 2023

The issuance of Law Number 3 of 2020 concerning Amendments to Law Number 4 of 2009 concerning Mineral and Coal Mining is a transformation of mineral and coal policy relating to the management and utilization of mineral and coal in Indonesia. Management of coal mining and minerals contributes to providing added value for national economic growth.
and regional development. Therefore, this law also reviews policies to increase the added value of minerals and coal.

The government requires increasing the added value of the domestic coal sector. Increasing the added value of coal states that IUP and IUPK holders are obliged to increase the added value of coal in the implementation of mining, processing and refining (Article 102). This is in line with the 2020-2024 RPJMN, namely achieving macroeconomic targets by increasing the added value of mining by encouraging mining downstream. The government encourages miners to process them into finished or semi-finished goods so that Indonesia does not only export raw materials. However, policies to increase the added value of mining products have not been strictly regulated and tend to operate naturally. In Law Number 3 of 2020, as a consequence of changes to Law Number 4 of 2009, namely the elimination of regional government authority over the management of mineral and coal mining, it was taken over by the central government, which applies nationally. Regional governments are given the authority to determine mining areas (WP) as part of the national spatial planning. In addition, the law allows regional governments to play a role in issuing community mining permits through delegation from the central government.

Based on the explanation above, added value in mining is a hot topic of discussion. In fact, it is not uncommon to reap various conflicts and upheavals in society, especially in the mining area or area. Moreover, the triggers for conflict in mining are often due to violations of agreements, increasing demand, the interests of outside parties (provocation), the echo effect factor, negative response factors by the government/parliament and the rising demand factor from society. The community in question is of course the community around the mining area that is affected. This research will examine what factors, who are the actors, are the determinants of regional income conditions, community income and social conflict in North Maluku as well as what policy scenarios are appropriate for the added value structure and communities around the mine in North Maluku.

**Method**

This research was conducted in North Maluku Province. The data sources obtained from informants came from the central government, namely the Ministry of Energy, Natural Resources and Minerals, the North Maluku Provincial Government, the private sector, NGOs, the media, pressure group actors and communities around the mine. An informant is someone who is expected to have information relating to things or various events as someone with authority over a position and because of their activities in an existing department.
The purposeful determination of informants is called purposive sampling (Director General of Mineral and Coal (Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources), Director of Mineral Business Development (Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources), Director General of Regional Autonomy (Kemendagri), Governor of North Maluku, Regional Secretary of North Maluku Province, Head of the ESDM Office of North Maluku Province, Head of the Agency North Maluku Province Regional Revenue, North Halmahera Regent, South Halmahera Regent, mining academics, Indonesian Mining Experts Association (Perhapi). Researchers determine informants according to what is needed based on the research focus in order to complete the data so that it is comprehensive. Informants are considered to be the parties needed by researcher regarding the matter being researched. The informants for this technique come from business circles and communities around the mine area.

The data sources are obtained from North Maluku provincial government policies and regulations and national policies as well as study reports and publications published by both formal and informal institutions. The Prospective analysis method is a form of Soft System Methodology that is applied in practical studies. The prospective analysis method used in this research is a method of looking for key factors that will become determinant factors, key actors that will become determinant actors, attitudes and positions of each actor regarding the objective that is the object of this research, namely the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020, policy scenarios on centralization and decentralization.

The prospective analysis is a method used to review a policy in the future. In this study, the prospective analysis was performed using MACTOR (Methode Acteurs, Objective, Reports de Force) tool (Rees and MacDonell 2017; Villegas and Alejandro 2011). It was used to map the strength of the relationship between actors and factors in developing a cluster typology of potential areas for developing mangrove areas in DKI Jakarta. The MACTOR method considers the position and intensity of variables based on stakeholders’ influence, roles, positions, and attitudes on a policy to be chosen and their strength in determining the maximum variables that must be involved in the successful development. The respondents were chosen based on the preliminary Focus Group Discussion (FGD) results.

Literature Review

Value Added Theory

The added value theory was introduced by Smelser in 1962. This theory explains that "something" exists or occurs in a social system to carry out social functions and/or provide benefits and value to society (Saffer, 2018). If all aspects are managed well and correctly, they
will produce added value (Ying, 2016). This theory identifies social conditions in society that contribute to fostering economic, social and cultural values or other useful values (Saffer, 2018). The name “added value” comes from theoretical attempts to explain how collective efforts repeatedly acquire value at each stage of development until they are released as collective action (Saffer, 2018).

Smelser (1962) emphasized added value as the root of collective behavior. Collective action in society basically aims to maintain values or change existing values. Smelser (1962) stated that collective action is driven through four components, namely situational facilities, individual roles or motivation/organization, norms, and values. Therefore, to understand collective action, it is important to recognize the interactions between the components of social behavior and how these interactions influence individual social behavior.

![Figure 3 Components of Collective Behavior and Social Behavior](source)

Figure 2.1 shows that values can be the basis and goal of social behavior. Situational facilities or resources are often triggers for individual involvement in social behavior. For example, some individuals may have access to education and engage in behaviors to obtain those resources. However, others may not have access to those resources, which may be necessary to survive or thrive in a social system, therefore they may engage in collective action with others to secure them. Individuals utilize or seek resources in the midst of their interactions in daily life which in turn influences the roles they take.

**Regional Autonomy**

A region can freely manage its government affairs and community interests based on statutory regulations. In accordance with the definition of regional autonomy, it is the right, authority and obligation of autonomous regions to regulate and manage government affairs and the interests of local communities within the system of the Unitary State of the Republic of
Indonesia. Regional autonomy is the right of residents living in an area to regulate, manage, control and develop their own affairs by respecting applicable laws and regulations. Meanwhile, according to HAW. Widjaja regional autonomy is the authority of an autonomous region to regulate and manage the interests of the local community according to its own initiative based on community aspirations in accordance with regulations and legislation. The relevance of the use of Regional Autonomy theory will be seen in the section discussing the authority of actors and multipolicy in Chapter Discussion in the results section and discussion of the conditions of North Maluku.

**Decentralization**

A nation state is the fetus of the birth of decentralization. Therefore, it would be impossible if decentralization preceded the birth of the nation state. Decentralization policy basically boils down to a central policy mechanism that can be felt by people in remote areas of a nation state. Dennis A. Rondinelli and G. Shabbir Cheema emphasized that the reasons for the need for a decentralization policy (the rationale for decentralization policy) are:

- Overcoming the severe limitations of centrally controlled national planning by delegating greater authority for development planning and management to officials who are working in the field, closer to the problems. It can cut through the enormous amounts of red tape and the highly structured procedures characteristic of central planning and management.
- Closer contact between government officials and the local population would allow both obtain better information with which to formulate more realistic and effective plans for government projects and programs. Increasing efficiency of central government by relieving top management officials of routine tasks that could be more effectively performed by field staff or local officials.

**Authority and Delegation**

Authority originating from the people is delegated to the president. Then the president, as the person in charge of the central government, through law, hands over and/or delegates some of his authority to the regions by means of decentralization, deconcentration and assistance tasks. Regarding the characteristics of delegation in authority according to J.B.J.M Ten Berge as quoted by Philupus M. Hadjon are as follows:

- Delegation must be definitive, meaning that delegates cannot use the authority that has been delegated themselves. Delegation must be based on the provisions of the invitational regulations, meaning that delegation is only possible if there are provisions for this in the statutory regulations. Delegation is not to subordinates, meaning that in employee hierarchical
relationships, delegation is not permitted. The obligation to provide information (explanation) means that delegates have the authority to request an explanation regarding the implementation of this authority. Policy regulations mean that delegates provide instructions regarding the use of this authority.

**Result and Discussion**

The results of this study are primarily determined by the accuracy of the sources in identifying the variables that are thought to affect the development of mangrove areas in North Maluku. To achieve this, at the initial stage of the FGD, participants were given an orientation by experts. MICMAC analysis is the first part of the Prospective Analysis method. The main output that MICMAC will produce is the discovery of determinant factors, the key factors that control the entire structure of the model studied. In this research, the results obtained show that the determinant factors are the main elements of the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 and its impact is public sector reform and Law No. 3 of 2020 itself. The impact of these determinant factors will result in changes in regional income, entrepreneur income and community income. Meanwhile, environmental damage and social conflict occupy the position of the autonomous factors quadrant. This picture shows that, whether or not Law No. 3 of 2020 is present, social conflict and natural damage still occur, these two factors also do not have an impact on other factors. For example, regarding income, income is completely or very little affected by environmental damage. Because exploitation operations continue as usual, so do social conflicts. In conditions of actual direct influence the conditions described can be seen in Figure Influence and dependence between factors.

![Figure 4](image-url)
Dependence between factors is another outcome of MICMAC as a reinforcement of the results. The direct picture of dependence and influence between factors. This can be seen in Figure Influence and dependence between factors. Image Direct influence. In the picture you can see several formations. Some of the main important formations are:
1) Public sector reform to Law no. 3 of 2020 (strong)
2) Law no 3 of 2020 on Governance (strong)
3) Public sector reform to Investment (strong)
4) Governance on entrepreneur income (strong)
5) Governance of regional revenues (strong)
6) Investment in entrepreneur income (strong)
7) Investment in community income (strong)
8) Investment in regional income (strong)
9) Entrepreneur's income is based on community income (strong)
10) Governance of environmental damage (strong)
11) Governance on community income (strong)
12) Environmental damage to social conflict (strong)
13) Law no. 3 of 2020 on regional income (weak)
14) Social conflict in public sector reform (weak)

![Direct Influence Graph](image)

Figure 5 Image Direct influence

From this formation, the strength of the direct influence of the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 can be seen, especially the impact on regional income. This shows that the impact of Law No. 3 of 2020 is weak in increasing regional income. The interesting thing is the
conditions that might occur, become potential in the future, visible changes in the movement of factor transfer formations. There is one factor that is shifting, changing formation, namely the social conflict factor. In this result, the social conflict factor moves to the relay factor quadrant. This means that potentially in the future, the impact of the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 will have the potential to cause social turmoil and conflict. Meanwhile, in the picture of potential direct influence, changes in the formation of the strength of influence between factors can be seen in the potential direct influence diagram. This image can be described as follows

1) Law no 3 of 2020 on Governance (strong)
2) Law no. 3 of 2020 on Investment (strong)
3) Investment in environmental damage (strong)
4) Public sector reform to Investment (strong)
5) Governance on entrepreneur income (strong)
6) Governance of regional revenues (strong)
7) Governance on community income (strong)
8) Regional income in social conflict (strong)
9) Social conflict on regional income (strong)
10) Community income during social conflict (strong)
11) Social conflict on community income (strong)
12) Investment in entrepreneur income (strong)
13) Investment in community income (weak)
14) Investment in regional income (weak)
15) Entrepreneur income on community income (strong)
16) Governance of environmental damage (strong)
17) Governance on community income (strong)
18) Environmental damage to social conflict (strong)
19) Investment in social conflict (strong)
20) Social conflict in investment

It can be seen that the dominating influence of the potential implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 on governance and investment will result in environmental damage. Environmental damage has the potential to trigger social conflict. The consequences of social conflict have a strong impact on investment, regional income and community income. Meanwhile, in the opposite flow pattern there is also the influence of investment, regional income and community income on social conflict. The following figure also explains the condition of poverty in North
Maluku, the figures show the dynamics of an increase in March 2021, then a decrease in September 2021 and again continuing to increase until March 2023. This research compared with the original regional income in the picture below.

![Figure 6 Regional Original Income (PAD)](https://malut.bps.go.id/indicator/13/157/1/realisasi-pendapatan-pemerintah-provinsi.html)

A contrasting movement can be seen where regional income tends to increase while the number of poor people continues to increase. This is proof of the justification for the Natural Resources Curse theory. That Law No. 3 of 2020 does have an impact on increasing entrepreneurs’ income (especially) and slightly on regional income. However, it has no impact on the community, especially communities around the mine. This will be clearly seen later in the MACTOR analysis which shows that society's position will diverge with the existence of Law No. 3 of 2020. These processing and refining activities are one of the efforts made by the Government so that mining products obtained from domestic development receive added value. To obtain added value from mining products, domestic processing and refining is carried out using a processing and refining unit known as a smelter. The processing and refining unit called a smelter is a mining product processing facility whose function is to increase the metal content, until the metal reaches the desired level or meets standards as the final raw material. Based on this fact, the logical consequence of the provisions of Article 102 and Article 103 of the Mining and Coal Law provides an explanation that holders of Mining Business Permits (IUP) and Special Mining Business Permits (IUPK) for Production Operations are obliged to increase the added value of minerals to their mining production and the increase in added value is mandatory. carried out domestically, then the consequence that occurs is that the export of minerals must be prohibited in accordance with these provisions and if this is not implemented then the provisions that stipulate that processing and refining must be carried out domestically become meaningless. 21 Regarding the provisions for increasing the value added metallic minerals, in this case the Government issued various regulatory instruments to support policies
in terms of increasing the added value of these metallic minerals. This provision is Government Regulation Number 23 of 2010 concerning the Implementation of Mineral and Coal Mining Business Activities (hereinafter abbreviated as PP 23/2010). In relation to the obligation to increase added value, it is stated in Article 93 and Article 94 of PP 23/2010 which states that:
- Article 93: provides an explanation that mining entrepreneurs who already have Production Operation mining business permits and Special Production business permits have an obligation to carry out processing, and refining to increase the added value of the minerals produced, as well as being able to collaborate with companies to carry out processing and refining in Indonesia and the process of obtaining a special production business permit is granted by the Minister, Governor or Regent/Mayor in accordance with their authority (Tapada et al. 2022).

The second part of the prospective analysis method is actor analysis with MACTOR software. This research obtained several findings about which actors are controlling actors, determinant actors, affected actors, actors who act as relays and actors who tend not to be affected or have an impact on the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020. In the picture, the influence and dependency between The actors see the condition that the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of the Environment and Bapenas are key actors in implementing Law No. 3 of 2020. The consequences of implementing Law No. 3 of 2020 will have both positive and negative impacts for the first time on actors who occupy quadrant positions. relays. The actors occupying the relay quadrant position are the North Maluku Regional Government, the media and investors. Furthermore, these actors will have an impact or move the existing actors on the dependent factors. The actors who occupy the dependent actor position are the Nickel Entrepreneurs Association, the Traditional Council and the community around the mine. Meanwhile, the academic actor occupies a position in the autonomous quadrant, that is, his position is not affected in any way by the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020, but this actor does not make any changes to other actors in the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020. This is the condition depicted in the figure of influence and interdependence. the actors.

The graph of influence and dependency between actors also provides output in the form of a composition of numbers on the MDII matrix (Matrix of Direct and Indirect Influence). In Table MDII (direct and indirect influence matrix) you can see in detail the condition of the strength of influence of each actor. It can be seen that the highest power (Ii) is in the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources with the number 93, while the actor with the highest dependency is the community around the mine with the number 98. This condition shows that in an extreme way the condition of one party is very powerful while the other party is very
weak due to the implementation of Law no. 3 in 2020. In a picture, this position of strength can also be seen in the MMDII histogram (direct and indirect competitiveness matrix).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDII</th>
<th>ESDM</th>
<th>KLHK</th>
<th>DEPDAGRI</th>
<th>BAPENNAS</th>
<th>Local Government</th>
<th>Investor</th>
<th>Adat</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Akademis</th>
<th>Association</th>
<th>Media</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESDM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPDAGRI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPENNAS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVESTOR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vertical number shows how much influence the actor has (the largest is ESDM – 93), the horizontal number shows how much the actor is affected (the biggest is Society - 98)

Another outcome finding from MACTOR is the 3MAO matrix. 3MAO is a matrix that describes the weighted position of the mobilization of both objectives. The two objectives seen from MACTOR are two factors that are determinant factors found in the previous search for key factors by MICMAC. The two objectives are centralization policy and decentralization policy. The output figure obtained from the 3MAO matrix is centralization where Law no. 3 of 2020 embodies a centralization policy. This can also be seen in the histogram of actors
mobilization towards its objectives 3MAO. The histogram and 3MAO matrix show that there are opposing attitudes towards the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 from several actors. The degree of mobilization of 3MAO is 61.7. This is when linked to the MDII Table which shows that the largest figure of influence is on ESDM, this shows that the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources plays a very big role in this centralization.

**Conclusion**

The conclusions from the results of this research include: The strategic factors found include determinant factors, autonomous factors, dependent factors, and factors located in the relay quadrant. Public sector reform and Law No. 3 of 2020 are important factors in determining these factors. Apart from that, even though conditions in the area are a dependent factor in this case. As it was found, environmental damage, social conflict, and a decrease in community income occurred as a result of the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020. The main actors who played a role in Law No. 3 of 2020 were the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry and Bapenas. Analysis of the position of factors in the implementation of Law No. 3 of 2020 shows the potential for social conflict due to the implementation of this Law. The social friction that occurred was the result of changes in the transfer of licensing authority from regional government to central government. The result of this licensing shift had an impact on faster business growth which benefited entrepreneurs but did not necessarily have an impact on regional communities. Friction can occur between the center and the regions, in this case another element that needs to be taken into account is the role of traditional councils which are close to the regional government. The ease of licensing from the center, the lack of direct control in the regions results in widespread potential for environmental damage. In the findings, it can be seen that environmental damage can have an impact on social conflict which will have an impact on future investment, entrepreneurs' income, community income and also later on regional income. Social friction and conflict can be detected from the divergent positions between central actors and society.
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